Abstract We investigate tricritical behavior of the O(n) model in two dimensions by means of transfer-matrix and finite-size scaling methods. For this purpose we consider an O(n) symmetric spin model on the honeycomb lattice with vacancies; the tricritical behavior is associated with the percolation threshold of the vacancies. The vacancies are represented by face variables on the elementary hexagons of the lattice. We apply a mapping of the spin degrees of freedom model on a non-intersecting-loop model, in which the number n of spin components assumes the role of a continuously variable parameter. This loop model serves as a suitable basis for the construction of the transfer matrix. Our results reveal the existence of a tricritical line, parametrized by n, which connects the known universality classes of the tricritical Ising model and the theta point describing the collapse of a polymer. On the other side of the Ising point, the tricritical line extends to the n = 2 point describing a tricritical O(2) model.
Introduction
A considerable variety of universality classes, especially those describing critical phenomena in two dimensions, have been explored in the last few decades. These discoveries also include 'non-universal' critical phenomena, where each different value of a continuously variable parameter defines a different universality class. For instance, although the parameters q of the q-state Potts model and n of the O(n) model are discrete, mappings exist on the random-cluster model [1] and on the loop gas [2] respectively, in which the symmetry parameters q and n appear as continuous variables. This connection of models with different symmetries reveals a correspondence between the observables (or the associated operators) in these models. Our knowledge of these universality classes relies on a number of exact solutions, Coulomb gas analyses, [3] and the theory of conformal invariance. [4] The latter two approaches predict exact critical exponents although a rigorous basis is absent. In this way a branch of Potts critical behavior, parametrized by q, could be established. This result could even be continued into a branch of tricritical points. [5] The two branches have q ≤ 4 and meet at q = 4 where the critical and tricritical points coincide.
Also in the case of the O(n) model a branch of critical points has been found [6] analytically. Just as in the case of the Potts model, it is a line of phase transitions separating the paramagnetic and low-temperature phases, and can be analytically continued into another branch of universality classes. The two branches have n ≤ 2 and meet at n = 2. However, in the case of the O(n) model, the second branch does not describe tricriticality, but instead the behavior of the low-temperature O(n) phase. For general n this phase displays algebraic decay of correlation functions, such as in the low-temperature phase of the XY model. In this sense, branch two may be considered to be critical.
The first branch of critical points ends at n = 2; a phase transition of the magnetic-ordering type is absent for n > 2, at least for the honeycomb lattice Hamiltonian used in Ref. [6] . Rather surprisingly, it appears that this model does have a phase transition for 2 < n < ∞, resembling the hard-hexagon transition. [7] But in the present work we only consider the range 0 ≤ n ≤ 2.
For the special cases n = 0 and 1, tricriticality has already been reported. For n = 1 the well-known BlumeCapel model [8, 9] uses Ising-like spins that can assume the values ±1 and 0. Nearest-neighbor spins interact in the usual way but an additional weight factor is associated with each zero spin (vacancy). The two-dimensional phase diagram (parametrized by the spin-spin coupling and the weight of the vacancies) contains a line of phase transitions separating the magnetically ordered phase from the paramagnetic one. For small weight of the vacancies, the ordering transition is continuous. But for larger vacancy weight it becomes first order. A tricritical point occurs at the threshold between the critical and first-order ranges.
For n = 0 a similar situation occurs. The introduction of vacancies with a precisely tuned weight again leads to a tricritical point [10] dividing the phase transition line in a first-order range and a critical one. [11] This so-called theta point describes the collapse of a polymer when the attraction between the polymer segments becomes sufficiently large in comparison with the interaction between the polymer and its solvent. In the language of the n = 0 loop model, the attraction between loop segments is accounted for by the vacancies that tend to compress the loops.
At first sight it seems plausible that tricriticality could be introduced in the O(n) model by tuning the vertex weights in the square O(n) model. [12] This model allows for attractive interactions between loop segments, which can indeed introduce a collapse to a dense phase. However, in general this collapse is accompanied by the freezing out of Ising-like degrees of freedom. [12] Although a higher critical point occurs (branch 3 of Ref. [12] ), which again separates first-order transitions from a critical range, the Ising-like ordering leads to different universal behavior. An Ising-like critical line emerges from this point. Obviously the universal quantities found [12] for the branch-3 critical points at n = 0 and 1 do not correspond to the theta point and the Blume-Capel tricritical point.
It is possible to avoid the effects of this Ising transition by a special choice of the vertex weights, the so-called branch 0 of Ref. [12] . However, also this choice does not lead to generic O(n) tricriticality, except for n = 0.
Thus we are led to investigate O(n) tricriticality in a model that explicitly includes vacancies. We chose a generalization of the O(0) model with vacancies, defined by Duplantier and Saleur, [10] to values n = 0. For this model it has already been confirmed [13] that for 0 < 1 < n the phase diagram is qualitatively the same as for n = 0 and n = 1. In the present work, we extend the results to include the interval 1 < n ≤ 2, and we obtain some results for the tricritical exponents.
This model, the construction of the transfer matrix, and the calculation of the correlation length and the free energy density are described in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 we present the numerical results and we list our conclusions in Sec. 4.
Dilute O(n) Model and Its Transfer Matrix
We consider an O(n) spin model on the honeycomb lattice. Dilution is introduced by means of face variables located on the elementary hexagons. They have two possible states: vacant (weight v) or occupied (weight 1 − v). Furthermore there is an n-component vector spin S i on each vertex i that is surrounded by three occupied hexagons. The one-spin weight distribution is isotropic and normalized such that d S = 1 and d S S · S = n. The partition function given by Ref. [6] thus is generalized to
where the sum is on all configuration variables, L is a subset of the dual lattice and represents the occupied faces of the honeycomb lattice. The product over i|L includes all spins except those on the vertices of the vacant hexagons. N v is the number of vacant faces, N is the total number of faces, w parametrizes the spin-spin coupling, and ij denotes all nearest-neighbour spin pairs.
Note that in this model the reduced spin-spin interaction energy ln(1 + w S i · S j ) is O(n) symmetric, and it seems reasonable to expect that the universal properties are the same as those of a whole class of models with pair interactions of this symmetry.
Expansion of the partition sum in powers of the coupling constant w turns the model into a loop gas.
[2] The configurations of this loop gas are the graphs G consisting of any number (possibly zero) of non-intersecting closed polygons covering some of the edges of the honeycomb lattice, while avoiding the edges of the vacant hexagons. The partition sum is
where N w is the number of vertices visited by a polygon, and N l the number of closed loops. The first summation is over all possible configurations L of occupied faces. The second sum is over all graphs G allowed by the vacancy configuration L. The transfer matrix is constructed for a model wrapped on a cylinder. The axis of the cylinder is taken parallel to one of the lattice edge directions. The unit of length is defined as the small diameter of an elementary hexagon. The circumference of the cylinder is denoted by L and the length by M √ 3/2, so that the lattice contains 2LM vertices. The open boundaries on both the ends of the cylinder are located so that they cut halfway through L edges parallel to the axis. The cylinder with finite length can be seen as a part of an infinitely long one, and we thus allow for the possibility that open loop segments occupy the dangling bonds. The partition function of this finite model is rewritten as
where
Indices M have been appended to indicate the number of rows. N v is the number of vacant faces, N w is the number of vertices visited by a loop, N l the number of closed loops in C M , and N = LM is the total number of hexagons.
In order to construct a transfer matrix for this model, we first define a classification of the configurations C M in terms of an index containing the relevant information at the ends of the cylinder. This information will be coded as an integer that will serve as the transfer-matrix index. The information coded in this index is called 'connectivity' and is twofold. First, it specifies the state of the face variables at the ends of the cylinder. This can be simply encoded as a binary number. Second, the index specifies the ways in which the loop segments on the dangling edges (of course, only those not adjacent to a vacant face) are pairwise connected by G M , which is defined as the O(n) connectivity, see Ref. [12] . For the system with L dangling edges, the connectivities of the model are represented by a row of integers (i 1 
This sequence (j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j u ) represents the O(n) connectivity of the loop segments on the remaining u dangling edges that are not adjacent to a vacant face. For a given face configurationβ, there are a u possible O(n) connectivities (nonmagnetic or magnetic connectivities, see e.g. Ref. [12] ). So, there are
connectivities with the index of the state of faces smaller thanβ, where u(α) is the number of dangling edges that are not adjacent to a vacant face in the face configuratioñ α. Thus, the connectivity index of our model β can be determined recursively as
where σ(j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j u ) is the O(n) connectivity index defined in Ref. [12] .
Since the configuration C M determines the connectivity on the L dangling edges of row M , we can write this connectivity β as a function ϕ of C M : β = ϕ(C M ). The partition sum is now divided into a number of restricted sums
Thus Z (M ) β collects all terms in Z (M ) that have connectivity β on row M . It satisfies
Next we increase the system length parameter M by 1, i.e., we append 2L vertices to the lattice. The configuration C M +1 is decomposed in the configuration C M and a configuration c M +1 on the row M + 1, such that the loop graph c M +1 fits the dangling edges of the loop graph G M on the M -row lattice. The total number of vacancies, and the number of faces and vertices covered by a polygon are denoted as N v , N , and N w , respectively. Furthermore, N l is the number of closed loops on the extended lattice. We thus write
where n v , n w , and n l denote the increases of the number of vacant faces, of the number of vertices visited by a loop, and of the number of loops respectively, as a consequence of appending c M +1 to C M . Thus
where the last sum is over those sub-configurations c M +1 that fit C M . Since the connectivity ϕ(C M +1 ) on row M +1 depends only on the connectivity β on row M , and the appended configuration c M +1 we may write
we can rewrite Eq. (6) as
The third sum depends only on α and β, and thus defines the elements of the transfer matrix T as
so that the recursion for the restricted partition sum is simply written as
In order to save memory and computer time, the transfer matrix is decomposed in L + 1 sparse matrices, [14] 
where T 1 acts as to place one new vertex on the topmost row of the lattice as illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) , and T 2 , . . . , T L add a pair of vertices which is illustrated in Fig. 1(c) for T 2 . Finally, T L+1 serves to add the last one of the 2L vertices of the new row and completes the graph C M +1 . It is convenient that T 3 , . . . , T L can be expressed in T 2 and the matrix representation of the translation operator [14] so that in effect only three sparse matrices remain. We sort the connectivities according to the number n d of dangling bonds of the bottom row covered by G M , and restrict ourselves to the sectors of T determined by n d = 0 and n d = 1.
For a model on an infinitely long cylinder with finite size L, the free energy per unit of area is determined by
where Λ
L is the largest eigenvalue of T in the n d = 0 sector. The magnetic correlation length ξ h (L) is related to the gap in the eigenvalue spectrum of T as
where Λ (1) L is the largest eigenvalue of T in the n d = 1 sector. Just as for the free energy density, a geometric factor 2/ √ 3 is included which accounts for the ratio between the width and height of an elementary hexagon. In addition to the magnetic correlation function, we may consider other correlation functions such as the energy-energy correlation function. Different correlation functions can have different correlation lengths, and thus correspond to different gaps in the eigenvalue spectrum of
L is the second largest eigenvalue of the transfer matrix in the n d = 0 sector. This correlation length is interpreted in terms of an energy-energy type correlation function. [12] We will also use a third characteristic length related to the interface exponent as defined in Ref. [12] . By setting the weight of one bond in each row to −w instead of w, [12] we obtain a modified transfer matrixT in the n d = 0 sector. Thus a characteristic length is determined by the third gap as
L is the largest eigenvalue ofT .
Our calculations are restricted to translational invariant eigenstates.
Numerical Results
We make use of the renormalization prediction for the finite-size scaling behavior of the scaled gaps in the vicinity of the different fixed points, as sketched e.g. in Ref. [15] , to determine the tricritical point and the tricritical exponents.
The transformation law for the correlation length under a rescaling by a factor L is
where the subscript i denotes h, M , or T . The temperature-like scaling field is denoted by t and its exponent y t . If the system is in the domain of attraction of an ordinary critical fixed point, t is only relevant temperature field.
i (t, L) in powers of t yields the finite-size dependence of the scaled gap X i ≡ L/(2πξ i ),
where X i denotes X h , X M , and X T , which are the magnetic, interfacial, and temperature scaled gaps respectively. [16] Additional contributions may be due to irrelevant scaling fields. We consider v fixed and express the scaled gap in w and L. The solutions for w in the finite-size scaling equations
would yield the exact critical value w c (v) if additional contributions to Eq. (17) are absent. Contributions due to an irrelevant field u with an irrelevant exponent y u lead to
where a is an unknown constant. The finite-size estimates of the scaled gap at the solutions will converge to the appropriate scaling dimensions:
For sufficiently large v the phase transition becomes first order. There the scaled gaps at the solutions of Eq. (18) tend to converge to zero, which may be interpreted as the 'discontinuity fixed-point' value. [17] The vicinity of the tricritical fixed point is parametrized by two relevant temperature-like fields. We denote these field as t 1 and t 2 , and the associated exponents as y t1 and y t2 respectively, with y t1 > y t2 . Thus we expect the following finite size scaling behavior of the scaled gap:
According to a theorem based on conformal invariance, [16] 
Suppose that the weight of a vacant face v is very close
The solution of the scaling equation (18) will then behave in the following way:
where w c (v) is the critical value of w as a function of the vacancy weight v, and a is an unknown constant. Due to the presence of the second relevant scaling field t 2 , the scaled gaps at the solutions of Eq. (18) will tend to deviate from the tricritical scaling dimension as
is the corresponding scaling dimension of the tricritical fixed point, b 1 and b 2 are unknown constants.
The scaling equation (18) expresses w(v, L) as a function of v. To locate the tricritical point, we solve for the remaining unknown v in a second scaling equation,
where w(v, L) and w(v, L−1) are the solutions of the scaling equation (18) for the system size pairs (L, L − 1) and (L − 1, L − 2) respectively. In the absence of corrections due to irrelevant fields this would yield the precise tricritical point. In the presence of an irrelevant field u with an exponent y u we expect that the solutions of Eq. (24) converge to the tricritical value
where b is an unknown constant. Consequently, the value of w(v, L) will converge to the tricritical value w (tri) in the same way. The scaled gaps at the solutions of Eq. (24) will converge to the tricritical scaling dimension,
We apply this procedure to the magnetic scaled gap X h and to the interfacial scaled gap X M to locate the tricritical points and to determine the tricritical exponents by extrapolating the finite size data v(L) and X i (L) to tricritical point v (tri) and tricritical exponents X (tri) i
. These calculations are done up to size L = 14 for X M and up to size L = 13 for X h . Both extrapolations generate consistent results and allow us to check the numerical uncertainty. For details of extrapolation procedure, see Ref. [12] . The estimated results for several values of n are shown in Table 1 .
Next, we calculate the scaled temperature gaps at the estimated tricritical points. The extrapolated results are also included in Table 1 . Table 1 Numerical results for tricritical points, and the corresponding central charge c and scaling dimensions XT , XM and X h , for several values of n. For n = 0 our numerical results agree in 10 or more decimal places with the exact results quoted in the table. The theory of conformal invariance implies that the conformal anomaly or central charge characterizes the universal behavior of a model. [4] One can estimate the central charge c at the tricritical point because it is related to the finite-size dependence of the free energy. [18, 19] For an L × ∞ system with periodic boundaries in the L direction, the free energy f per unit of area behaves, apart from irrelevant corrections, asymptotically as
Thus, we calculate the finite size data for free energy and extrapolate the central charges for several values of n. The results are included in Table 1 . For details of the extrapolation procedure, see Ref. [12] . For the case n = 0, the tricritical point is the exactly known theta point found by Duplantier and Saleur. [10] Our results for the tricritical point, and the magnetic and temperature scaling dimension agree exactly with the results of Ref. [10] . The interface scaling dimension agrees with the result for n = 0 on branch 0 of the square-lattice O(n) model in Ref. [12] .
For n = 1, we can make use of the known fact that the magnetic scaling dimension is 3/40 to determine the tricritical point with an improved accuracy. Simultaneous solution of the following equations
yields finite-size estimates for the tricritical bond and vacancy weights. According to finite size scaling, they converge to the tricritical bond weight and vacancy weight respectively
where y u is the irrelevant exponent. Making use of the known exponents [3, 20, 21] y u = −1 and y t2 = 4/5, we can extrapolate the location of the tricritical point more accurately. This yields w (tri) = 1.11536(2), v (tri) = 0.582949 (2) . The temperature and interface scaling dimensions are then determined by extrapolating the finite size data for the corresponding scaled gaps at the tricritical point. The results are: X M = 0.075002(2), X T = 0.20002 (2) . In addition, the central charge is calculated again at this more accurately estimated tricritical point as c = 0.7000001(1). These results agree well with the exactly known scaling dimensions, and with the results in Table 1 .
Conclusion
The O(n) model is known to display a rather complicated phase diagram including a considerable number of different branches of critical behavior, [6, 7, 12, 22, 23] which however, do not include the generic O(n) tricritical behavior except at special points.
Thus, we explicitly introduce vacancies in order to explore the O(n) tricritical behavior. In order to avoid the complications associated with the more complicated phase diagrams, we choose the relatively simple case of the honeycomb O(n) model as the starting point. The phase diagram of the diluted O(n) model (2) for general n in the range 0 ≤ n ≤ 2 appears to be very similar to that reported before for the special cases n = 0 and 1. Thus, the high-and low-temperature phases in the (v, w) plane at constant n can simply be interpreted in terms of the usual fixed points at temperature T = ∞, and the low-T O(n) fixed point. The line of phase transitions is divided in a range of continuous transitions, governed by a critical fixed point that is attractive in the direction of the phase transition line, and a first-order part governed by discontinuity fixed point. [17] The fully repulsive (i.e. in the (v, w) plane) tricritical fixed point separates both ranges.
The finite-size data analyzed in this work show a reasonable convergence and we therefore believe that our error estimates are realistic, with the possible exception of the case n = 2, which is an XY-like model with a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition, [24] where the temperature field becomes marginal for the undiluted model, and marginal fields may also play a role at the tricritical point. For this reason we add a word of caution: the error estimates for n = 2 ignore the possibility of logarithmic corrections due to marginally irrelevant fields, and may therefore be unrealistic.
Nevertheless, our finite-size scaling results seem sufficiently clear and we thus believe that the qualitative picture including a tricritical fixed point is correct even for n = 2.
